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In this Part

XI

DEb IGtT

it is Bought to provide an empirical

foundation to the analyse®, particularly of the regaonelity
concept, made in Part I, and to He Regional Syrthes s of
the State undertaken in Part III

Besides, the fieid of

observation being the same, in this Part srd in the next
the enroirxosl foundation established here mill have et
onoe general and partioulor value

xaus rendering the

analyses of the regional synthesis in "Part lit more ireaningful, more authentic and better substantiated

this enrol-leal

background places itself in the right and indisnenspble
position m the context of the eoone of tbiB study

An

inquiry is therefore undertaken in this part -Jrto the n tire
and extent of regionality of the locational and developmental
faotors in Mysore State md their beering on the origin
operation and growth of industries
Introduction to the Survey
Tt is the characteristics of the governing e*onc/ifu.ns
that are of greater interest 11 the general development
eoproach than
conditions

he individual units governed by He eouaon
So the development faotors could be treated ns

the starting point

Perhaos ■‘■he development tactore ere tie

common link through rbich the location end regional growth
theories mey be integrated

fhether groi/th or mter-r eg tonal

balance, the rate of industrialisation will remain a decisive

factor
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the foot that it constitutes about five per cent of the uni
verse was also taken as an additional consideration in decid
ing on the adequacy of the sample
The liat of large aoale industrial unite with detailed
sectoral classification as accepted for the "large Industrial
Establishment a In India"1 was furnished by the Chief Inspector
■v*.

of Factories, Bangalore, and it related to the year ending
December 1959

It was the latest year for which the list was

available, when the design was being drawn up

It ensured

that units with at least a few years1 experience are only
incorporated in the sample, though it Inevitably entailed the

possibility of selecting some unitB subsequently gone defunot
The list contained 1,836 operating units excluding beedl
manufacturing and printing establishments The printing
resembling more of service than manufacturing and beedi being
essentially a hand made produot, despite the fact that at
times a large number of hands may oongregate In a oommon
shed, both have been exoluded from the universe
Units for investigation were selected by purposive end
two stage random sampling methods Primarily, all are divided
into the Primary Processing and the Stabsequent Processing
units, depending on whether their principal raw materials
are undergoing the manufacturing process in the given unit
1

Government of India Ministry of labour and Employment
Large scale industry as defined by 1he Factories Aot,
194-8, is that employing 20 persons or more, or employing
10 persons or more but using power
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for the first tine or in subsequent stages

The olassi’ioation

was deemed essential to assess the extent of regionalily of
the processed and unprocessed raw materials, as this faotor
bearB on the location tendenoy of the manufacturing to drift
either towards or away from the source of raw materials

It

also helps assess the contribution of the resouroe and the
market potentiality for regional development
As suoh a
classification relates to the major looetion behaviour namely
material and market orientation of the manufacturing units,
and links it with the regional development potentiality, it
was considered that the divisions into Primary and Subsequent
processing is a valid hypothesis to start with
The inclusion of all important big units and the units
from large sectors of importance in the State economy are
primarily ensured

In order not to lose the big units, all

the eight important non-textile units employing arounc or
above 2000 were selected

As a second step

certain indus

tries that comprise a large number of units were identified
as fixed and in each of which no more than five units were
randomly saLeoted

Such fixed types while ensuring that the

important Beotors were not left out, kept at the required
minimum, the number of selected units in each sector -that
are likely to behave almost the same way, so that with the
glvm else, the sample may be more broad based

to the sectoral composition

in regard

m the remaining 9 sec ora

an the Primary Processing and 24 in the Subsequent Prccessing

were selected by 1st stage randora sampling

Subsequently,

from each sector, units were further a el eo ted by random in
such a way that in no case their number exceeded three from
each sector

She total number of selected unite is 86

She

final aaJte up of the sample is presented m a tabular form
below
She Sample Design

Total
Units Indus
try

Primary
Subseouent
Indus- Units Indus
Unite
try
try

Special (fixed)

7lxed

Sample
Total

8
( 8)

4
4

3
(3)

2
2*

5
(5)

2
2

Semple
Total

23
(1201)

6
6

17
(835)

4
4

6
(366)

2
2

55

33

18

9

Total

(627)

81

(232)
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total s™ple
Total

86
0836)

43
91

38
(1070)

15
31

General Semple

37
(395)
48
(766)

24
56
28
60

light units in the sample could not be investigated
as they were found defunct or untraceable, or were not
found to be typloal manufacturing units

A valid Tibeti-

tution could have been made only in the case of three untraceable units

Because of the fact that it is too small

a number in relation to the eample size end that in regard
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to the nattere of the data In question suoh a email change
of percentage would he Inconsequential, no substitution is
tried
Xn the sample they are distributed as under
Defunct

General

(Primary
(processing
(Subsequent
(processing

fixed

Could not
be traced

Total

2
1

2
2

Subsequent
processing
Total

Improper

2

5

t
3

3

1
2

8

The Questionnaire
She intricate and elaborate nature of the information
required necessitated questionnaire technique of Investiga
tion with personal Interview

The general apathy to reply

to mail questionnaire, particularly when it is lengthy and
is accompanied by elaborate explanation, is too apparent
The validity of the information secured depended on the
willingness, ability and honesty of the respondents to
report the oorreot and complete facts

Almost invariably

the heads of the firms like the managers, managing directors,
partners or sole nroprietors were insisted on for interview
ing

Wherever possible and found essential, disousBions

were also held with more than one person in the same unit
Available published documents like balanoe sheets, reports,
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m

pamphlets) and other publications, if an/, are consul ted bo

that a clear and ooaplete understanding of the facte regard
ing the firm may be possible, and be of use to conduct the
disousslon and to interpret the recordings accurately
SLaborate oheok lists were used in the questionnaire
under each major head to facilitate

the oouree of interr

view and to identify the facte more clearly

A brief note on

each unit emphasising especially, the facts of particular
Importance was added after the interview

There was no oase

of non-response though in many oases more than one visit - became essential

That, however, does not mean that the

response was always enthusiastic in the beginning Itself
More often than not, the visitors are looked upon as

- -

avoidable intruders a-d many a time the first reaotion was to
find a convincing excuse to turn them out summarily When onoe
the interview began, they, however, generally tended to warm
up, ending up with satisfaction that they oould give a syste
matic expression to thoughts and facts, vaguely famliar with
them hitherto, but seldom had the need to be presented in
such a systematic form However, it is not so much the appre
ciation of academi.0 researoi as an opportunity to give vent
to their grievance over Government that sometimes prompted
them to weloome searching questions
The oeriod of investigation lasted for about six months
beginning from lovember, 1962
It was prefaced with a pilot
survey covering a dozen units

jigg
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Tabulation and Interpret at Ion

fhe oh ©ok list of the questionnaire provided useful
guidenoe In the tabulation of the data

Sub-divisiors of

higher order In the oheok list and consequently their res
pect ive sub-divisional tables are mainly intended to sharpen
the foous of identification during investigation and to serve
as a background of each major behaviour during interpretation
To maintain precision in the tabular presentation, i'ems
under which there is either no reporting absolutely tr
almost no reporting were deleted
Viille tabulating the units were further olassif-ed
separately according to their employment size, the else of
their locality and the region of their looation
The derails of oT ossification are as under
I Prop esBlng
1
2*

Primary Proc eeslng
Subsequent proc easing

II Unit Size
(As determined by employment)
i*
2

2

3

less than 50
51-100
less than 100
101 - Big

4

Big

(1 + 2)

101 and above (3+4)
2

Often referred to as Small Units in tne subsequent sections

33
Ill,

Size of locality (as determined by population)
1

aural '

2

10,000 to 1,00,00034 5 6
bon-exty (1+2) ^

3

1,00,000 and above ^

4

Bangalore
Cxty (3 + 4)
TJroan (2 + 3 + 4)

If

Regions
Coastal
(Transitional
Malnad
R Maiden
S

Maidan

As oould be seen from the above, in the classification based
on the unit size, tiro sub-groups, namelj

less than 100

and

'101 and above1 are alBo recognised as supplementary levels
of aggregation to highlight certain facts that may not be
evident from the four-fold division
She localities were also similarlj regrouped into ’City1
and ‘hon-city* locations

A further oross classification into

’Rural* and *brban* is also tried

though Bangalore is a city

3

fith less than 10,000 population according to 1951 oeneus

4

Often referred to as Town location

5

With lees than 1,00,000 population according to
1951 census
Often referred to as City locations

6
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In view of tts primate position and of the laot that it la
almost three times the next highest in the number of indus
trial unite and Industrial population its dlstinot identity
was continuously maintained
5? hoogh the additional three-fold reolasslfioation would
suffer from the limitation that specific criteria relating
to eaoh of such aspects were not looked into while drawing
the original sample, the fact that they still constitute a
random sample under each class, does not unduly vitiate •‘•he
conclusions they ere likely to lead to

However, owing to

suoh limitations, conclusions in regard to reclassified - groups may be taken to be more as suggestive then conclusive
A re-olassifioation of tae units according to the five
regions of the State did not, however, piove useful, because
most of the characters that are observed through such classi
fication are *he complicated reflection of the character - determined by other forms of claselfioations relating to the
nature of processing, size of the unit, or that of the loca
lity Share is hardly anything to affirm that a particular
behaviour of the units appeared to be largely

related to

variations that characterise the differences in regions
As a result, in the final form regional classification was
deleted
The data are presented generally m the form of fre
quency of appearance of the unite in regard to the issue in
question

At times more than one cause may be in operation
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and more than one behaviour in response

As a result, the

addition of peroexrtagee under eaoh of them may add up to
more than 100
Interpretation
Ultimately three major questions had to be answered
direotly

fhat are the experiences of the units regarding the

looational factors over various phases of their origin and
operation?

What is the contribution of eaoh of suoh loca

tion factors to suoh an outoose?

And what are the major

problems now facSd by them? She pattern of Interpretation,
in the first lnstanoe was designed to meet squarely the first
question

for instance, general causes of location, varia

tions in the location situation, determinants of size,
obstacles to expansion, etc were examined in this part
A re-run of the data with a view to study the impact of indi
vidual location factors over eaoh of suoh experiences of the
units served the objective embodied in the second question
It entailed marginal repetition

Here individual location

faotors were fixed and experiences of the units were studied
in relation to them

for lnstanoe, power as a cause of loca

tion, as a factor contributing to ohanges in the looatlon
situation, as a problem in day-to-day operation, as a detri
ment for expansion, etc

was separately assessed

If the

former approach helped to a greater extent the understanding
of the general industrial situation,

the latter brought

to light the regionality and individual importance of eaoh
of these major looational factors, helpful for a polioy of

3*
balanoed regional eoonomio development

Answers to the

third wae elicited from the replies to a specific question
on the current problems
general Limitations of the Survey
The data and conclusions may have to he read with oertain general limitations of the study

All the obs erven

tlons are primarily limited to the units under investig
ation

Only when particular behaviour appeared strongly

suggestive of general situation In the State or In a wider
area a pointer to such possibility Is held out Variations
In industrial composition, organisation, development,

---

resource balanoe and such other deterministic phenomena,
among different areas of the same country, render the trans
mission of the findings to other areas of the same oountry
and to under-developed oountnes in general

impossible

All

the same, such conclusions do not altogether fall to provide
valuable insight Into the situation possibly prevailing in
other similar areas
The observation in regard to classification based on
unit and locality sizes are secondary to the study

A rigo

rous outcome in regard to than would have required a larger
sample

lhey are as a oonsequenoe, classified only at the

tabulation stage so that the suggest Ivan ess of emergent
conclusions, either In pointing out any new issues or in
supporting faots observed in regard to original classifica
tions need not be lost
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Reasons like faults of memory

factual error, bad sense

of proportion and deliberate falsehood on the part of the
respondents, may vitiate the validity of the Information,
despite the best efforts to correct them before recording
So too, small errors may be possible in classification of
such abstract and loose facts and statements
In a quali
tative study facts under observation do not generally lend
themselves either for quantitative measurement or intercomparison

As a result a higher numerical frequency ipso

faoto does not have a claim for greater importance
Though the method of study entails the remote study of
experience of units and their behaviour to deduce the beha
viour of location factors, it is to be relied upon

never

theless as there is no more direct empirioal approach to
the problem
It is very difficult to put weight on oertain oorolusions derived from a slender base of data though at t-mes
they might have emerged fairly conclusively Conclus-ons
are at best tentative There are no comparable studio to
corroborate

Eor is the sample large enough or other limit

ations insignificant to permit a olaim of infallibility
Every lnstanoe of categorioal tone in the interpretation
of the data is subject to these limitations

The nee4s of

clarity or sense of propriety in expression, and a desire
to avoid ambiguity and the possibility of leading to

on-

trary impression due to loose statements, might have Induced
such rigorous and seemingly oategorloal statements, wiich
may have to be read ultimately with these overriding oneider at ions
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It may have to bo made explicit that the survey opens
up fields for further work as much as It olalmB to have - brought out certain basic faote A study of larger dimen
sions may await another oooasion

for a valid generalis

ation of every observation to the whole state* a muoh
larger sample may be essential

In addition to employment

size, locality size and two-fold division of proceo^-ng,
employed here for the classification of the units,other
considerations like investment

degree of capital intensity,

nature ot organization, more detailed sectoral classification
and also regions of location may be kept in mind as they are
essential to study several of the important phenomena

They

however, call for a still larger sample
Similar Surveys
Oases of empirical investigation into the looation
oauses and related issues have been generally rare

Most

of the little number of available eases are related to the
U 8 economy 7 often scope was limited in one direction or
7

Th*» following may be cited
McLaughlin 0 5 and Robock S
Why Industry Moves
South - A Study of Factors Influencing the Recent
Location of Manufacturin Plants in the South,
h P A , 1949
Greenhut II L j Plant Looation in Theory and Practice
University of North Carolina Press, 1956
Greenfcut M L and Colb erg V R » Factors in the Loca
tion of Florida Industry Florida Stete University,
Tallahassee, 1960
contd
P-affg

on next
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the other, ae for inetance geographical coverage was
amell, facta observed related to causes of loeation only
types of units was confined to new units, bran oh es or to
only very large ones
surveys

She fact that the findings of these

all relating to the advanoed economies differ

widely among theme elves

la in itself a sufficient reason

to form a hypothesis that situations may be different in
under-dev eloped countries

In no under-dev eloped country,

however, a similar investigation has been undertaken

And

a study of the behaviour of individual location factors that
directly bear on the regional polloles, has not been under
taken so far anywhere

She findings of some of these sur

veys have been given at relevant plaoes
they relate to a different background

At any rate, that
is a common qualifi

cation, and a warning to a oasual impression that could
possibly be founded on them

loot note 7 oontd
Eatona G and Morgan J N t
The Quantitative Study of
factors determining Business Decisions
EJ E
Eebtuary 1952
Also Annual Survey of Industrial Development by the
Board of Trade, England

